The Memorandum imposes no financial obligation on either party. Both parties agreed upon in writing by each party before the initiation of the activity. The Memorandum expresses the intentions of each party within the cooperative relationship and is not intended to have an impact on natural resource management decisions outside this Agreement (e.g. role of YYNAC as RAP) that do not impact on the underlying principles of this MOU or the actions arising from it.

Key contacts

YVNAC
Dionian Morgan-Bulled, Acting CEO
PO Box 152, Shepparton VIC 3622
t: (03) 5832 3222
m: 0429 022 003

Wayne Tennant, Strategic River Health Manager
PO Box 1752, Shepparton VIC 3622
t: (03) 5832 1100

GB CMA
Chris Norman, CEO
PO Box 1752, Shepparton VIC 3632
t: (03) 5832 1100

Communication and information
YVNAC may request from time to time the GB CMA to provide them with access to documents or information that the possession of the GB CMA relating to Yorta Yorta Traditional country and the GB CMA (GB CMA). The GB CMA (GB CMA) shall, as far as reasonably practicable, comply with that request. The GB CMA-GCD may refuse to give access to any document that is an exempt document within the meaning of the Freedom Information Act 1989, subject to the Freedom Information Act 1989.

Success of any joint initiatives that arise under the MOU will be measured against the following targets:

- Number of Yorta Yorta people placed into paid employment
- Increase in the number of Yorta Yorta people who are enrolled in training programs
- Increase in partnership of Yorta Yorta people in KBM funded through GB CMA-funded programs
- Increased understanding and appreciation within Yorta Yorta staff, board and the broader Community of traditional ecological knowledge.
The Goulburn Broken Catchment (GB) region covers areas of the Yorta Yorta Nation country/interests. Yorta Yorta lands lie on both sides of the Murray River and extend to Northward to a point West and South, East and West from the Murray and Goulburn River junctions. The YYNAC has established to represent descendants of Yorta Yorta people and protection of Yorta Yorta country and interests. The YYNAC received Registered Aboriginal Party (RAP) status in 2007 by the Victorian Government.

Incorporated under the Commonwealth Corporations (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander) Act 2006, the Yorta Yorta Nation Aboriginal Corporation (YYNAC) was established to represent descendants of the Yorta Yorta people, make decisions and act on any significant matters on their behalf; and to enter into agreements with any persons, Governments agencies or authorities in relation to the betterment of Yorta Yorta people and protection of Yorta Yorta country and interests.
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